
    

    

    

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Dear Business Partners and Friends of ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA! 

I hope this mail finds you, your family and friends in good health and spirits. 

Unfortunately, the Covid-19 pandemic shows no sign of letting up. Although there have been some positive news concerning the 

development of vaccines lately, it will take some more months before all the necessary tests have been done, and before 

sufficient quantities of a proven vaccine become available. Until then, we will have to face restrictions on our personal life and 

on our business activities. 

 

After a relatively benign first wave and a relaxed summer, the pandemic has returned with a vengeance to Austria. The 

government has decided on a second, hard lockdown. This means the closure of most businesses, schools and universities will 

switch to distance learning. Public assemblies will be severely curtailed, and even private reunions will be limited to a few 

participants. 

Not only businesses will feel the heavy impact of the pandemic, but also public finances. Large and often generous subsidies to 

those companies suffering most will deplete public coffers, and their replenishment through tax revenues has diminished. 

Afraid of losing their jobs, Austrians are not spending as much anymore, as they are increasing their savings for a rainy day. 

 

On the political side, the overwhelming majority of the Austrian business community has greeted the outcome of the US-

elections with relief. While it may take some time for a change in US policy to have an effect on business in Austria, the business 

community thinks that there will be more predictability and also a more consensual style. It remains to be seen, if and when 

this will also effect business relations with Iran. 

 

Meanwhile our office is preparing a busy 2021 with all kinds of events to promote business ties between Iran and Austria. My 

team and I are one click away from you per e-mail, telephone, whatsapp or skype for any inquiries you should have.  

 

Best regards, 
Christoph Grabmayr ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA Tehran 

 



FACTSHEET 
 

Austro-Iranian Trade is unfortunately still diminishing, but in the last months this trend has started 

to slow. More and more activities, however, are not shown in these statistics, which only show direct 

trade in goods between Iranian and Austrian partners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SANCTIONS 
 

Now that the result of the presidential elections in the United States is known, we are all waiting 

what this will mean for business relations between Iran and the rest of the world. Until the formal 

inauguration of president-elect Biden on January 20th, the outgoing Trump administration might 

try to force the issue and to make a reversal of their scanctions policy as difficult as possible. The 

incoming Biden presidency will probably not undo 30 months of the present administration’s 

activities in one stroke.  

On top of the long list of useful steps to take wold be the provision of assurance to banks, that 

providing money transfer facilities for non-sanctioned transactions would not incur the threat of 

sanctions. 

A return to observing the commitments of JCPOA by all parties would then be a most welcome step 

toward enhanced economic activities, which the whole world will need to cope with the aftermath of 

the Covid19 pandemic, to rebuild ravaged economies, private purses, public coffers and to prepare 

the future. 
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NEWS FROM AUSTRIA 
 

COVID-19: Austria Austria locks down as new wave hits records  

On November 3rd, the Austrian authorities imposed the second 

lockdown of the country since the start of the Coronavirus pandemic. 

The new lockdown is to last until December 6th and hopefully bring 

down the infection numbers. Shops, schools, restaurants will be 

closed and businesses will mostly operate from home. 

Furthermore, the Austrian government has finalized a mass testing 

program. The 50 million Euro project will start after the lockdown on 

December 5th. The mass tests will start with the groups at risk like the 

medical staff, the elderly persons, teachers etc. followed by the police 

officers and then the population. Shortly before Christmas, a broad-based series of tests is planned 

for the entire population. The participation is on a voluntary basis. 

 

The pandemic situation has also made travelling more restricted. Tourist visas are not being issued 

and business visas can solely be issued in very rare cases. Even holders of Austrian Visa Type C are 

not allowed to travel for the time being unless they can prove the important necessity of their trip.  

 

The Austria Visa Application Centre VFS partially resumes in Tehran  

Effective on 25th of October 2020, the Austria Visa Application Centre in Tehran is resuming partial 

operations accepting visa applications for business category on every Sunday from 08:00 AM to 

02:00 PM. Further information is available on https://www.vfsglobal.com/austria/iran/index.html 

The Consulate of the Austrian Embassy remains closed to the public until further notice. 

Iran Air offers direct flights to Vienna once a week on Saturdays. Qatar Airlines, Turkish and 

Emirates also operate flights to Vienna with a stop-over. 

  

https://www.vfsglobal.com/austria/iran/index.html


On the lighter side – the suddenly famous Austrian „baby elephant” 

At one of his pandemic-related press 

conferences Austrian Federal Chancellor 

Sebastian Kurz recommended that people keep 

the distance of “a baby elephant” between each 

other to prevent the spread of Covid 19. For all 

those, who - like most Austrians - do not have a 

baby elephant at hand to measure the 

necessary distance, this translates to one 

meter. 

To honour the newly famous baby elephant, the 

Austrian post office issued a high-value 

commemorative postage stamp with a face value 

of EUR 2,75 and a surcharge of EUR 2,75, the latter going to charity. The stamp is printed on stock 

resembling toilet paper, which had its own fifteen minutes of glory due to hoarding which led to 

temporary shortages during the first wave of the pandemic. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The leading international arbitration institution in Eastern and Central Europe 

Representing one of Europe’s leading arbitral institutions, the Vienna International Arbitral Centre 

(“VIAC”) serves as a focal point for the settlement of commercial disputes in the regional and 

international community. It has greatly benefited from its traditional position in a neutral country 

between east and west. Founded in 1975 as a department of the Austrian Federal Economic 

Chamber (“AFEC”), VIAC has in recent years enjoyed a steadily increasing caseload from a diverse 

range of parties spanning Europe, the Americas, and Asia. 

VIAC has administered over 1,600 proceedings since its inception and is thereby one of the most 

experienced arbitration centers in the region. The center benefits from a robust global network of 

leading arbitrators experienced in international arbitration under the Vienna Rules. Austria has 

adopted the UNICTRAL Model Law as its law of arbitration in 2006 with minor changes. As of 2018, 

VIAC has taken over also administration of purely domestic disputes which had previously been 

vested with regional arbitration courts. This move fosters VIAC's position also within Austria as the 

leading arbitral institution. 

 

What is arbitration? 

Arbitration is a form of dispute resolution, where the parties agree that the dispute will not be decided by 

a state court, but rather by a panel of arbitrators. In comparison to state court proceedings 

arbitration is faster, less expensive and offers a higher degree of confidentiality. Furthermore, 

parties are able to shape the proceedings to a great extent (e.g. language, seat of arbitration, 

applicable law and the arbitrators) to the need of the parties involved. 

The VIAC is competent to administer disputes, when the parties have agreed the Rules of 

Arbitration ("Vienna Rules"), the Rules of Mediation ("Vienna Mediation Rules") or otherwise 



the jurisdiction of the VIAC. This agreement can be either part of the contract governing the subject 

matter of the dispute or can be agreed on also after the dispute has arisen. 

The main advantage of the Vienna Rules is their flexibility which enables the parties and arbitrators 

to tailor the proceedings exactly to the needs of the parties and their dispute. Another advantage is 

the binding schedule of fees which means that administrative costs as well as arbitrators’ fees are 

fully predictable for the parties already at the outset of the proceedings by using the cost calculator. 

 

Russian Licence 

On 18 June 2019, the Council for the Development of the Arbitration Process of the Ministry of 

Justice of the Russian Federation recommended granting VIAC the status of a PAI (“permanent 

arbitration institution”) under Russia’s Federal Law on Arbitration dated 29 December 2015. As of 

11 July 2019, VIAC is now officially included in the list of foreign arbitral institutions recognized as a 

PAI (as per order No. 845-r issued on 4 July 2019). We are the first European arbitral institution to 

have received a government permit. This registration is crucial in order to ensure enforcement of 

VIAC awards also in the future in the Russian Federation.  

 

Mediation 

In mediation, the contracting parties themselves try to resolve their dispute with the help of a 

neutral third party, the “mediator”, contrary to arbitration, where the dispute is decided by the 

arbitrators. 

VIAC is able to administrate all proceedings in the field of amicable dispute resolution supported 

by a neutral third party under the rules as they are framed not only to cover mediation proceedings 

but generally to ADR-proceedings. 

An overriding principle of the Vienna Mediation Rules is party autonomy and to create a 

procedural framework defining minimal procedural standards if the parties failed to jointly 

determine the cornerstones for the conduct of their proceedings. In addition, users are made aware 

of certain issues to be considered when drafting multi-tier dispute resolution clauses. Another aim 

was to create a one-stop-shop solution making ADR-proceedings particularly compatible with 

arbitration where users should wish to combine more methods of alternative dispute resolution in 

the context of VIAC-administered proceedings. 

The initiation of ADR-proceedings within an institutionalized setting offers a number of advantages 

to the parties: they benefit from the experience and expertise of the institution in terms of the 

chosen method of alternative dispute resolution and its professional and effective application; the 

institution serves as a guardian re issues of (procedural) quality assurance; the confidentiality of 

the dispute resolution process is also secured. 

 

The Vienna International Arbitration Center is though uniquely suited to provide Iranian companies 

and institutions an efficient and fast dispute resolution mechanism in their dealings with EU, other 

European and specifically Russian business partners. 

 

 

 

http://minjust.gov.ru/ru/deyatelnost-v-sfere-treteyskogo-razbiratelstva/perechen-inostrannyh-arbitrazhnyh-uchrezhdeniy


Contact: 

VIAC - Vienna International Arbitral Centre 

Wiedner Hauptstraße 63, 1045 Vienna, Austria 

P +43 5 90 900 4398  

F +43 5 90 900 216  

E  office@viac.eu 

W www.viac.eu 

 

 

Microsoft invests € 1 billion in Austria 

The US technology company Microsoft plans to make by far the biggest investment it has ever made 

in Austria.  

Over the next two to four years, Microsoft will invest about € 1 billion in its first cloud data centre in 

Austria. On balance several data centres will be established that will secure each other, according 

to Dorothee Ritz, General Manager Microsoft Austria. However, she would not reveal the exact 

locations for security reasons. The new data centre region will offer powerful Microsoft cloud 

solutions to startups, small and medium-sized enterprises, businesses and the public sector in 

Austria. Microsoft also announced a new Centre of Digital 

Excellence. The objective is to modernise the IT infrastructure and 

promote industrial innovations in Austria. 

 

The market research firm IDC calculated that such a data centre 

would lead to a total macroeconomic value creation of more than € 

2 billion over the next four years, Ms. Ritz said. 29,000 new jobs will 

be created in the next four years, not only at Microsoft itself, but 

also at local partner firms. ""Our declared goal is to be one of the 

best countries in Europe in the field of digitization because we know 

that our economy and our industry can only remain competitive if 

we are particularly well positioned in this area", stated Austrian 

Chancellor Sebastian Kurz in commenting on the large-scale 

investments. 

 
  

tel:+435909004398
mailto:office@viac.euThe
http://www.viac.eu/


Visit of the Iranian Red Crescent 

Austrian companies have supplied Iran with pharmaceutical and medical products and machinery 

throughout the years. Unfortunately, this has become more and more difficult. On the occasion of a 

visit to a production facility of the Iranian Red Crescent with H. E. the Austrian Ambassador, new 

ways to support the delivery of these life-saving products were discussed. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Austria implements online company creation 

The most popular company structure in Austria, the “GmbH” (limited liability company), can now be 

created online, without the requirement of physical presence of the parties. This applies also to 

non-Austrian company founders and shareholders. 

All the necessary steps, such as the articles of association and the nomination of a managing 

director can now be implemented and signed online. This also holds for the payment of company 

capital and the listing in the commercial register. 

All these acts require the participation of a notary public, who will implement the necessary 

measures to ensure the identity of the participants and the necessary security of the proceedings.  

In particular for foreign investors, and despite the effort necessary to ensure these elements, the 

new regulations will make the establishment of a limited liability company much faster and 

cheaper.For further information, please see: 

https://investinaustria.at/en/blog/2020/05/company-foundation-online.php 

  

https://investinaustria.at/en/blog/2020/05/company-foundation-online.php


175 Years Master of Light 

Bakalowits Light Design,a family owned lighting producer in 

6th generation from Austria, celebrated its 175 years 

anniversary on October 19th, 2020. Founded in 1845 in Vienna, 

Austria, the Bakalowits Company has more than 170 years of 

experience in designing, manufacturing, and installing 

prestigious, custom made light fixtures for commercial and 

residential settings. These settings include palaces, opera 

houses, hotels, conference centers, and cruise ships, as well 

as private homes. 

Our portfolio of 8,000 designs includes both historical and 

contemporary fixtures. Our designers also use their creativity 

and extensive experience with international clients to create 

custom designs. 

In addition to designing and manufacturing new products, our 

company uses the unique knowledge and skills of our 

specialists to repair and restore older chandeliers and other light fixtures. 

While still family-owned and managed in Vienna, Bakalowits continues to expand worldwide, 

currently exporting 90% of its products overseas.  

Our exclusive knowledge and expertise set us apart in the design and manufacture of every type of 

chandelier, ceiling light, wall sconce, floor lamp, table lamp, and various other lighting solutions. 

Our designers are experienced in all design styles from various periods and cultures, including 

Classical, Baroque, Empire, Maria Theresia, Art Deco/Art Nouveau, Modern, 

Mediterranean/Murano. 

We look forward to collaborating with you on future projects in Iran. 
 

For more information, visit www.bakalowits.com 
  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.bakalowits.com&d=DwMDaQ&c=SgupRstEQHpxMBBZGflc53FptCkuYd-P8O27DFHVMzE&r=X7v0AHZNVV1WJ4JjUZLiu3OFM76Rir-nOlbInpfT68A&m=n61FQWxIUwJVYZKNHL2HwCczlPPY5RAirO3U3QOMtIE&s=E7ePHx_iboydZ17Xn0B1fW-KRqQrJm9g25we0s9ydz0&e=


PAST AND COMING EVENTS 
 

Webinar 

On September 21st together with our colleagues from the Austro-Iranian Chamber of Commerce in 

Tehran and our Experts at the Federal Austrian Chamber of Commerce in Vienna, we organized a 

Webinar on “Exporting to Austria” and introduced our “Commercial Agents” and our Financial, 

Fiscal and Tax Policy Department.  

 

What are the commercial Agents and what can they do for you? 

 

Commercial agents create new market opportunities and boost your sales 

Commercial agents and agencies are constantly on the road in order to place products on the 

market. They work in the B2B area and connect principals (mainly manufacturing companies) with 

customers (mainly retailers). Commercial agents work based on turnover and receive a commission 

once the sale has been completed. They are not only active on the Austrian market, but also have 

many business contacts in the neighbouring countries. 

 

Advertisement on the ONLINE platform www.commercialagents.at 

After registering on the platform, companies/manufacturers have the possibility to place an offer 

on the platform. The advantage is that commercial agents listed in the Agent Directory of your 

selected branch(es) are informed by push e-mail about your offer. The commercial agents will 

contact companies/manufacturers directly. 

At the moment, almost 1,600 Austrian commercial agents are registered on the platform. 

Place an advertisement 

 

Your benefit 

 Qualified (inter-)national database 

 Cost-efficient placement of ads (from EUR 168,-) 

 Free search for ads (screening of competitors) 

 www.commercialagents.at is part of the leading international distribution platform, in 

which 12 national platforms with over 20 countries are involved. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our expert in matters of Import regulations and custom duties gave an overview of the basic 

information on import into the EU and Austria focusing mostly on the Iranian traditional export 

products. Presentations are available, if you should be interested, please contact us. 
 

 

Herbert Herzig Experte  

WKO-Financial, Fiscal and Tax Policy Department 

T +43 (0)5 90 900-4412 DW | F  +43 (0)5 90 900-114412 

E  herbert.herzig@wko.at  

W http://wko.at/zoll   

    http://wko.at/carnet  

 

Christian REBERNIG 

WKO-Austrian Commercial Agency 

T +43 5 90 900-3375 

E   handelsagenten@wko.at 

W  www.handelsagenten.at 

     Videoclip Handelsagenten 

 

http://www.commercialagents.at/
https://www.commercialagents.at/at-en/principals
http://www.commercialagents.at/
mailto:herbert.herzig@wko.at
http://wko.at/zoll
http://wko.at/carnet
mailto:handelsagenten@wko.at
http://www.handelsagenten.at/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bX0vZM0K6kM


Date / Place Event 

15.02.2021 

Online 

Iran Forum Engineering | Austrian Online Economic Mission 

In Cooperation with MAPNA 

06.-08.03.2021 

Online 

Steel & Mining | Austrian Online Economic Mission 

Opportunities in Steel & Mining Sector 

11.-12.03.2021 

Online 

International Machinery and Plant Engineering Forum 2021 | B2B Platform 

The Factory of Tomorrow 

23.03.2021 

Vienna 

Future of Building 2021 

Business delegation to Austria, Construction congress, trade fair and B2B 

cooperation exchange 

06.-08.04.2021 

Online 

Rail Transport & Smart Transport 2021 | Webinar 

Austrian delegation to Iran, Infrastructure & Mobility 

15.-18.06.2021  

Tehran 

General humanitarian products | Economic Mission 

Non-sanctioned products, food, agriculture, health 

16.-18.10.2021 

Tehran 

Environment | Economic Mission 

Renewable energies, Water, Sewage & Water Energy  

 

06.-09.11.2021 

Tehran 

Digital Iran 

Austrian delegation to Iran, solutions for smart cities and startups 

 

If you are interested in attending any of the mentioned events, please send us an Email. 

  

mailto:teheran@advantageaustria.org?subject=Invitation%20Request%20


  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

FRESH VIEW on Medical Technologies, no. 

169/2020 

Download our newest Fresh View Publication „Medical 

Technologies“ full of interesting facts about Austria’s 

Medical Technologied sector. 

 » free download 

 
Find all PDF-issues of FRESH VIEW on our website. 

Austrian Federal Economic Chamber | Wirtschaftskammer Österreich (WKÖ) 

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA 

Wiedner Hauptstrasse 63 | 1045 Vienna | Austria 

 

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA TEHRAN 

African Expressway, Golgash Street No. 20 | Tehran 

T +98 21 22051820 

F +98 21 22051816 

tehran@advantageaustria.org  

 

MISSION STATEMENT: 

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA, with its network of foreign trade offices, is the Foreign Trade Promotion Organisation of the 

Austrian economy. Under the auspices of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber, ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA is 

Austria's largest service provider and driver of all international economic activities. ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA acts as 

an official lobby, representing the interests of its Austrian members both at home and abroad. 

 

Disclosure | Data Privacy  

 

You receive this message because you subscribed for it.  

You can unsubscribe anytime by sending us an email.  

https://www.advantageaustria.org/se/zentral/fresh-view.en.html
https://www.advantageaustria.org/se/zentral/fresh-view.en.html
https://www.advantageaustria.org/international/
mailto:tadt@advantageaustria.org
https://www.advantageaustria.org/international/zentral/footer_pages/disclosure.en.html?fallbackOpen=footerpage
https://www.wko.at/service/data-privacy-statement.html

